Depressed in vitro aggregation of platelets of chronic hemodialysis patients (CHDP): a role for cyclic AMP.
1) On log-log-coordiantes a direct correlation has bee shown to exist between plasma cyclic AMP and plasma Cr levels. 2) hemodialysis results in a significant reduction in the arterial plasma cyclic AMP levels, but a return of plasma cyclic AMP to pre-dialysis levels is seen within 30 mins post-dialysis. 3) the dialyzer clearance of cyclic AMP, both in vitro and vivo, is commensurate with its M.W. 4) In vitro platelet aggregation responses, to ADP, EPI, and COLL are not influenced by PRP cell counts between 150,000 and 300,000/mm3. 5) the BT of NC and CHDP are not significantly different, indicating that the in vivo hemostatic properties of the CHDP are otherwise intact. 6)the CHDP have PVPC significantly lower than the NC, a finding commensurate with the usual mold thrombocytopenia of renal failure. 7)the aggreation responses of the CHDP to COLL and to both Lo and Hi concentrations of ADP and EPI are significantly less than those of the NC. 8)A statistically significant inverse correlation between aggregation response and plasma cyclic AMP is observed.